
Two Killer Cartridges From Ortofon!

You're on the hunt for a real cartridge upgrade. You've had something that's OK. But now you 
want something SPECIAL. You're jazzed about vinyl again and would really like to get the most out of  
it. A fine record playing system is indeed a synergy between table/arm/cartridge. Yet, for most people 
who have a respectable turntable with no desire to change, the CARTRIDGE is where you get the 
biggest bang for your investment.

Bronze 2M $440
The Ortofon Bronze is a moving magnet design so 

you can run it into a standard phono section. But there's 
nothing standard about the sound of the Bronze!

The Bronze provides a lush, warm sound. If you will, 
it has the open, musical sound a tube lover covets. It is 
analog to the max with more information than the other guys 
give you at this price point.

The stylus isn't a chunk of diamond glued on to a 
stub. It's a laser fit, nude, FINE LINE diamond. It reads more 
of the groove wall than an elliptical. 

The output is 5.0 mV so it's very forgiving of less than state of the art phono sections.

Quintet Black MC $1000
When you want a cartridge that is right at the top of 

the totem pole, you think low output moving coil. Due to 
fewer windings you can achieve better speed and dynamic 
nuance. With output of .3mV, it needs a MC step up in the 
phono stage.

The beauty of the Black is that its construction is right 
there with the finest cartridges available at any price. It uses 
a Boron cantilever and Nude SHIBATA stylus. You just don't 
find this for $1k!

Due to the amount of biz Ortofon does and its 
efficiency of manufacturing, the Black only runs a grand. 
Economies of scale help the pricing structure! It competes 
head to head with artisan built cartridges that run $3k on up. 
The other guys use similar materials but you're paying 
through the nose for their, one at a time, assembly. With Ortofon, you also get more consistent 
production because of the amount of business they do.

The Black is known for its air at the top end, while staying smooth. Some moving coils are 
notoriously bright. Not so for the Black! If you're after the finest detail you can get without glare, you'll 
want to consider the Black!


